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PDF3D-SDK INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the PDF3D® Library. The PDF3D-SDK is a C++ library that enables direct publication of 3D
Models into PDF files in a high-level convenient interface. Developers with 3D model, geometry or spatial
data structures can easily add a PDF export path to their applications using the PDF3D® Library.

The library is designed for ease-of-use, automatically setting defaults and hiding underlying complexity. The
library leverages the latest features of Adobe® Reader and 3D Annotations using U3D and PRC standards.

Technology Background
The Adobe® Reader, universally used for viewing PDF files, is fully capable of 3D view display and inter-
action. The 3D view contents is based U3D and PRC, published as part of the 3D PDF ISO standard. The
consortium has established U3D, a specification for reusable 3D content. Adobe® supports 3D PDF file con-
tent based on the U3D specification, in current versions of Acrobat® and the freely available Adobe Reader
application program. In addition, Right Hemisphere Compression (RHC) algorithms are now available for
U3D, reducing file size, with methods published by Adobe.

PRC (Product Representation Compact) is a 3D data structure and file format, one of two systems used in
3D PDF documents. Along side U3D, PRC is now the preferred and most feature-rich method to embed 3D
interactive data and models into a PDF file. A PDF file containing PRC based 3D model can be viewed in
using the Adobe Reader as well as other tools.

PRC is a compact representation for 3D models and assemblies, for the display and visual representation
of various kinds of 3D data. It includes structure, geometry and product manufacturing information ( PMI )
metadata.

The PRC format allows for either highly compressed geometric and visual representations, with varying
levels of tessellated surface geometry spatial tolerance, or an exact form of representation including precise
BREP data types. Dimensional and associated metadata may also be included as PMI annotations within
the PRC encoding.

U3D or Universal 3D is a specification for downstream 3D CAD re-purposing and visualization. The ECMA-
363 standard is published as the agreed industry specification and describes the U3D format in detail, with
PRC also published by AIIM/ISO.

U3D is a generic core specification and allows the development of implementations to read, write and visu-
alize and share U3D files. However, it is a complex specification and covers many low-level details of
abstract data structures and attributes.

PDF or Portable Document Format is a well-known file format that can capture all the elements of a printed
document as an electronic image that you can view, navigate, print, publish, or forward to anyone else. The
PDF viewer allows direct 3D interaction including pan, zoom, rotate, part selection and animation playback.

PDF3D-SDK is a C++ library which leverages and extends both the U3D and PRC standards, to help soft-
ware developers to easily export a 3D model into a PDF and/or U3D/PRC files.

In addition, PDF3D-SDK can export glTF and STL file types.
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What is PDF3D?
PDF3D-SDK is a C++ library to help convert your models and put them into a PDF file. The PDF3D classes
can be organized into key groups

1. Conversion Module (3D data structures)
1. Intermediate Storage Interface

2. Access Interface (Deprecated)

2. Export Module (PDF file generation)

3. Rich Media controls on PDF page

4. Interfaces to 3rd party scene graph or file conversion systems

5. Plugins to 3rd party systems

While the conversion module provides service classes and interfaces to help convert a 3D Model into U3D
or PRC data structures; the Export Module helps export the U3D or PRC data structure into an external
U3D, PRC or a 3D PDF file.

Adobe Acrobat or ReaderDC (recommended) or later can be used to view the PDF files created by the
Export Module, while U3D and PRC files may be loaded by Adobe Acrobat Pro Extended series. All files are
generated directly by the PDF3D Library without intermediate files. Note Acrobat or Adobe Reader 9.x or
greater is required for the latest PRC feature sets.

PDF3D-SDK includes interfaces to major 3D formats and systems. These include, STL, Open Inventor,
VTK, Coin3D OpenSceneGraph, and others. New interfaces can be developed using the PDF3D-SDK API
calls.

Examples and Converter Interfaces
The supplied converters and complete applications are frequently changing. Please see on-line doc-
umentation for current interface status. In general, Examples are supplied in source code to be reviewed by
developers, whereas file converter interfaces are supported products.
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How This Manual Is Organized
This manual is intended to get the user of PDF3D library to get started with using classes and interfaces in
the library and convert custom 3DModels into PDF. The manual takes a hands on approach, in the sense
that practical examples are used to explain concepts. Towards this the manual is divided into the following
chapters

Getting Started
This chapter directly gets started with PDF3D library and takes you through a step by step guide to export a
simple Cube Model in PDF. At the end of this chapter you will have the basic idea about using the PDF3D
Library; and also be able to appreciate how easy it is to export models into PDF.

PDF3D Modules
This chapter describes the PDF3D library in detail so that you can leverage on its capabilities. The chapter
also explains the interfaces available for the programmer to help hook PDF3D library into custom applic-
ations.

Interfaces
Various chapters describing file converters and other high-level features.
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Selecting Access Level - Usage Model
Before you begin, PDF3D-SDK provides a number of ways it can be used and integrated into your work-
flow. Most of this manual is about low-level access methods aimed at C++ developers, however the system
also includes higher level file converters and other utility packaging. Please check out if one of these may
work for you, avoiding programming altogether!

l Applications, with User interfaces, providing interactive file conversions

l Command-line converters without user interface, for use in batch or server environments

l DLLs, Share Libraries, to be integrated into other applications, or called from other languages.

l Online web server configurations

l C++ Developer oriented API, for direct integration into new or existing applications

The following diagram shows how these various systems are organized:
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Getting Started - Geometry to 3D PDF Generation
This chapter explains, with the help of an example program, how to make use of the PDF3D Library to
export a simple white colored cube to PDF.

Basic Concepts
Before we dive into the details of exporting the cube, lets take a look at the basic data parts of a 3D model.
Any 3D model has at least the following entities

1. Geometry

2. Topology

Geometry refers to the location of the points or vertices that make the model. Topology is a description of
how those points are connected to make the solid object. Geometry of a solid object (or mesh) is specified
in an array of points, where as topology is specified in terms of indicies pointing to the vertex array that
come together to make polygonal primitives in the solid object.

For example, consider the following cube:

It has eight vertices and six faces. Geometry refers to the co-ordinate values of the points 1 through 8. Topo-
logy refers to how these points are connected. For example the cube is formed by connecting vertices as:
{1, 2, 3, 4}, {2, 8, 7, 3}, {8, 5, 6, 7}, {4, 6, 5, 1}, {2, 1, 5, 8}, {3, 4, 6, 4}.

The PDF3D Library provides interfaces via which these values can be provided to make the 3D model.
PDF3D authors 3D models into the U3D format. The U3D format specifies that all faces of the mesh should
be specified in terms of triangles. So if we had to export the above cube we would have to split each face
into two triangles and then submit the topology to U3D.
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PDF Export Classes in PDF3D
The Access Interface class implementations, discussed in the previous section, only describes the cube
mesh, light and camera. We need something to take all the data and convert it to a 3D encoded data struc-
ture, format and insert into PDF. These tasks are handled by the PDF3DConversionManager and
PDF3DExporter classes respectively.

PDF3DConversionManager
This class orchestrates the actual conversion process. Users of the PDF3D Library register imple-
mentations of the interface classes described in the previous section with this class and invoke the Convert
() method to perform the actual conversion.

The following code snippet demonstrates how we can make use of the PDF3DConversionManager class to
perform the conversion.

PDF3DInterfaceDesc desc;
desc.SceneInterface = new CubeSceneInterface;
desc.ModelInterface = new CubeModelInterface;
desc.LightInterface = new CubeLightInterface;
desc.ViewInterface = new CubeViewInterface;
PDF3DConversionManager converter;
converter.SetInterfaceDesc(desc);
IDXM
bool status = converter.Convert(IDX);

When the Convert() function returns; the cube scene with the cube model, light and camera will have been
converted to a internal encoded Scene graph (more on scene graphs in a later chapter).

PDF3DExporter
The next step is to take the scene converted by the PDF3DConversionManager and insert it into a PDF
file. This is done by making use of the PDF3DExporter class.

The following code snippet demonstrates how we can make use of the PDF3DExporter class to write the
converted scene into a PDF file.1

PDF3DExporter exporter;
IDXM
status = exporter.SetOutputFormat(PDF3DExporter::PDF,IDX);
exporter.SetOutputFileName("Cube.pdf");
status = exporter.OpenPDF();
IDXM
status = exporter.ExportPDFPage(IDX);
IDXM
status = exporter.ClosePDF(IDX);

1Note, return values should be checked in case of error conditions, such as invalid license
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Putting it all together
Putting PDF3DConversionManager and PDF3DExporter together into a single function we get something
like this.

#include "CubeSceneInterface.h"
#include "CubeMeshInterface.h"
#include "CubeLightInterface.h"
#include "CubeViewInterface.h"
#include "PDF3DConversionManager.h"
#include "PDF3DExporter.h"
int main()
{

#include "PDF3Didxm.h"
PDF3DInterfaceDesc desc;
desc.SceneInterface = new CubeSceneInterface;
desc.ModelInterface = new CubeMeshInterface;
desc.LightInterface = new CubeLightInterface;
desc.ViewInterface = new CubeViewInterface;
PDF3DConversionManager converter;
converter.SetInterfaceDesc(desc);
IDXM
converter.Convert(IDX);
PDF3DExporter exporter;
IDXM
exporter.SetOutputFormat(PDF3DExporter::PDF,IDX);
exporter.SetOutputFileName("Cube.pdf");
exporter.OpenPDF();
IDXM
exporter.ExportPDFPage(IDX);
IDXM
exporter.ClosePDF(IDX);
return 0;

}

Thats it! The cube model has been exported into the PDF. To test the output, open the Cube.pdf file in
Adobe Reader and take a look at your cube model.
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You can find the complete working source code of this example program in the examples\CubeScene dir-
ectory of your PDF3D Package. The source code has been documented well, so you can read the doc-
umentation from within the PDF3D code, compile and edit.
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PDF3D Library Modules
This chapter gives a detailed description of the modules and classes in the PDF3D Library.

The PDF3D Library is made of the following modules

1. Conversion Module

2. Export Module

3. Intermediate Storage

4. Interfaces (high level)
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Conversion Module
The conversion module provides a set of service classes that drive the conversion of a custom 3Dmodel
into a U3D scene graph. The module also provides a set of interface classes that participate in the con-
version process; although they are managed and controlled by the service classes.

The interfaces provided by this module should be implemented by a programmer to assist the service
classes in the module to perform the conversion process. Although the conversion module may not com-
pletely eradicate dependence on U3DLib, it will reduce the amount of code a programmer would have to
write to perform the actual conversion.

The only service class in this module is the PDF3DConversionManager class. This class orchestrates the
conversion process with the help of interface classes present in this module.

There are three categories of interface classes in this module, that can be registered with PDF3DCon-
versionManager.

1. Progress and Error Consumer Interfaces

2. Conversion Interfaces1

3. Access Interfaces

Progress and Error Consumer Interfaces
All progress reports from PDF3DConversionManager are sent to the registered progress consumer inter-
face. This interface is represented by the PDF3DProgressConsumer abstract class. Implementations of
this class can be registered with PDF3DConversionManager to receive progress reports.

All error reports from the PDF3DConversionManager are sent to the registered error consumer interface.
This interface is represented by the PDF3DErrorConsumer abstract class.

Conversion Interfaces
Conversion Interfaces are interfaces that can be registered with the PDF3DConversionManager to directly
populate data into the U3DLib data classes. Implementing conversion interfaces is slightly more chal-
lenging than implementing access interfaces, because the programmer has to know about the U3DLib data
class API. The PDF3D HTML Cross-referenced documentation provides adequate examples for each con-
version interface to help you.

The following table summarizes the conversion interface classes.

Class Name Description
PDF3DContextSensitiveInterface Base class for all context sensitive interfaces in the con-

1Note, Conversion Interfaces may be removed in a future release, the Access Interface is recommended.
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Class Name Description

version module.
Conversion Interface Classes: Implementations of these classes populate the 3D model data

directly into the U3DLib data classes.
PDF3DSceneInterface Contains virtual functions that can be implemented to setup

the IFXSceneGraph attributes before the conversion pro-
cess begins.

PDF3DModelInterface1 Contains virtual functions that should be implemented by the
user to populate data classes in U3DLib. While the the
PDF3DConversionManager takes care of creating
IFXModel and IFXAuthorCLODMesh data classes, inserting
them into palettes and establishing relationships; imple-
mentations of this class should populate them with the 3D
model data. Virtual functions in this class help import mater-
ial and texture information into the scene graph.

PDF3DLightInterface Contains virtual functions to setup one or more lights in
U3DLib. While PDFConversionManager takes the respons-
ibility of creating IFXLight and IFXLightResource objects;
implementations of this class should set the information
about the light.

PDF3DViewInterface Contains virtual functions to setup one or more views in
U3DLib. While PDF3DConversionManager takes the
responsibility of creating IFXView and IFXViewResource
objects; implementations of this class should set the inform-
ation about the view.

Context Sensitive Interfaces
A single scene may consist of several actors, lights and views. PDF3DConversionManager imports one
scene, light, actor at any given point of time. Before requesting the interface classes to transfer data into
U3DLib data classes, PDF3DConversionManager establishes the context with the interface. A context is
identified by the following

1. A Context Index

2. A Context Data Pointer

Context Index specifies the index of the entity (model/actor/view) being converted. Context Data Pointer is a
pointer returned by the PDF3DSceneInterface for the current context index of the entity. More on this in a
later chapter.

PDF3DSceneInterface is not context sensitive because we would be dealing with only one scene at a time.
Within a scene we may be dealing with multiple models, views and lights. Read the next section for more
information on context sensitive interfaces.

1Note, ModelInterface may be removed in a future release, the Access Interface is recommended.
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Access Interfaces
Access Interfaces are interfaces that can be registered with PDF3DConversionManager to provide reques-
ted information about the model and let PDF3D library handle the task of inserting the data into the U3DLib
data classes. Access Interfaces are very easy to use because they do not require any knowledge of the
U3DLib module. Programmers just need to know about the system from which they are importing the 3D
data from, and leave all details of U3D conversion and PDF embedding to the PDF3D library.

The following table summarizes Access Interface classes.

Access Interface Classes provide read only access to parts of the source 3D model data.
PDF3DMeshAccessInterface Provides access to different meshes (or models) in the

scene.
PDF3DPointSetAccessInterface Provides access to the line segments that make a line set

model.
PDF3DLightAccessInterface Provides access to lights in the scene.
PDF3DViewAccessInterface Provides access to views in the scene.

Pasted below is the class hierarchy of interface classes described above.

Associating Interfaces with PDF3DConversionManager
The following interfaces must be registered with the conversion manager

1. Scene Interface

2. Model Interface

3. Light Interface

4. View Interface

Pointers to instances of the above interface must be stored into a PDF3DInterfaceDesc structure and
passed to the PDF3DConversionManager class.
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Programmers must make sure that during the life time of your application that only one instance of
PDF3DConversionManager is alive at any given point of time. You may destroy the current instance and
create another one.
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Export Module
This module consists of service classes that help to export a converted scene into encoded U3D, PRC or
PDF.

This class helps export a scene converted using PDF3DConversionManager into a U3D, PRC or PDF file.
You only need to specify the output format and the name of the file into which the exported data is to be
stored and call the ExportPDFPage() /ExportU3D()/ExportPRC()method.

The only prerequisite for this class is that you have already created a PDF3DConversionManager
instance and have already performed the conversion.

U3D Example

PDF3DInterfaceDesc desc;
desc.SceneInterface = new PDF3DSceneInterface_Impl();
desc.ViewInterface = new PDF3DViewInterface_Impl();
desc.LightInterface = new PDF3DLightInterface_Impl();
desc.ModelInterface = new PDF3DModelInterface_Impl();
PDF3DConversionManager manager;
manager.SetInterfaceDesc(desc);
IDXM
manager.Convert(IDX);
PDF3DExporter exporter;
exporter.SetOutputFormat(PDF3DExporter::U3D);
exporter.SetOutputFileName("output.u3d");
exporter.ExportU3D();

Single Page PDF Example
PDF Export works in two modes, Single page PDF export mode works just as encoded 3D (U3D,PRC)
export works. The output format should be set to PDF before calling export.

PDF3DInterfaceDesc desc;
desc.SceneInterface = new PDF3DSceneInterface_Impl();
desc.ViewInterface = new PDF3DViewInterface_Impl();
desc.LightInterface = new PDF3DLightInterface_Impl();
desc.ModelInterface = new PDF3DModelInterface_Impl();
PDF3DConversionManager manager;
manager.SetInterfaceDesc(desc);
IDXM
manager.Convert(IDX);
PDF3DExporter exporter;
IDXM
exporter.SetOutputFormat(PDF3DExporter::PDF,IDX);
exporter.SetOutputFileName("output-single-page.pdf");
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exporter.OpenPDF();
exporter.ExportPDFPage();
IDXM
exporter.ClosePDF(IDX);

Multi Page PDF Example
Suppose you wanted to author a PDF document with multiple pages of (same or different) 3D content; then
the exporting mechanism is slightly different.

In a multi-page PDF export scenario; the OpenPDF(), ExportPDFPage(), NewPDFPage() and ClosePDF()
functions should be used.

The following code snippet helps you to understand this. In the code below; we assume that we are using a
different set of interface classes for each page of export.

PDF3DExporter exporter;
IDXM
exporter.SetOutputFormat(PDF3DExporter::PDF,IDX);
exporter.SetOutputFileName("multi_page.pdf");
exporter.OpenPDF();
{

// Page One
PDF3DInterfaceDesc desc = prepare_desc_for_page_one();
PDF3DConversionManager manager;
manager.SetInterfaceDesc(desc);
IDXM
manager.Convert(IDX);
// Export the converted model into the current page in the PDF file
exporter.ExportPDFPage();

}
exporter.NewPDFPage();
{ 

// Page Two
PDF3DInterfaceDesc desc = prepare_desc_for_page_two();
PDF3DConversionManager manager;
manager.SetInterfaceDesc(desc);
IDXM
manager.Convert(IDX);
// Export the converted model into the current page in the PDF file
exporter.ExportPDFPage();

}
IDXM
exporter.ClosePDF(IDX);

You must remember the following additional points when authoring multi-page PDF documents.
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l Destroy the current instance of PDF3DConversionManager soon after the ExportPDFPage() is

called. In general you need to ensure that there is only a single instance of PDF3DCon-
versionManager available at all times between OpenPDF() and ClosePDF() functions (rather all
the time).

l Remember to call ClosePDF() function at the end of the authoring process. Otherwise no PDF file
will be generated.

l All the pages in the PDF file will be of the same size.

l IDXMmacro must be reused on each occurrence, not just once per routine, IDX argument.
PDF3Didxm.h Include file must be inside function body, not once at top of file.

Output PDF Options
PDF3D provides functions to configure certain meta data fields in the output PDF file. With PDF3DExporter
you can configure the following meta-data fields of the PDF file

1. Title

2. Author

3. Creator

4. Producer

The following code snippet shows you how this can be done.

PDF3DExporter exporter;
IDXM
exporter.SetOutputFormat(PDF3DExporter::PDF,IDX);
exporter.GetPDFOptions().Title = "Sample PDF File";
exporter.GetPDFOptions().Author = "Name of the Author";
exporter.GetPDFOptions().Creator = "Name of the Creator";
exporter.GetPDFOptions().Producer = "Name of the Producer";
exporter.OpenPDF();

Note : PDFOptions must be set before calling ExportPDFPage() or OpenPDF().

Size of the pages in PDF
Currently PDF3D ensures that all the pages in the PDF have the same page size. PDF3D accepts page
sizes in typesetting points (pts) only. The PDF page layout parameters control the page size by width and
height. The 3D scene viewport is placed on the page controlled by the four margin parameters. All layout
parameters are specified in units of typesetting "point", or "pt". A pt unit is 1/72 inches, or 0.35277mm.
Accordingly, A4 page size is 595 x 842 pts, while US Letter format is 612 x 792 pts. In the future releases we
plan to provide more options.

The following code snippet shows you how page sizes can be set
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PDF3DExporter exporter;
IDXM
exporter.SetOutputFormat(PDF3DExporter::PDF,IDX);
exporter.GetPDFOptions().PageWidth = 500;
exporter.GetPDFOptions().PageHeight = 300;

Viewport and Scene Options
PDF3DSceneOptions class provides methods to configure the way your 3D Scene shows up in the 3D PDF
File. Configuration can be done along the following parameters

l Tool Bar visibility: The SetShowToolbar() and IsShowToolBar() functions can be used to specify
whether the 3D toolbar will be shown for this scene by default in Adobe Reader or not. (By default
the toolbar is visible)

l Show User Interface: The SetShowUserInterface() and IsShowUserInterface() functions configure
the visibility flag of the 3D scene explorer that Adobe Reader shows in a dockwidget on the left
hand side of the window. (By default the dockwidget is not visible)

l Render Mode: The SetRenderMode() and GetRenderMode() functions specify the render mode of
the models shown in the scene. Supported render modes are listed in the RenderMode enu-
meration.

l Lighting Scheme: The SetLightingScheme() and GetLightingScheme() functions set and get the
lighting schemes. Supported lighting schemes are listed in LightingScheme enumeration.

l Viewport margins: The SetViewportMargins() and GetViewportMarings() functions are used to con-
figure the margins to leave on the left, top, right and bottom sides of the page.

An instance of PDF3DSceneOptions class can be passed as parameter to the PDF3DEx-
porter::ExportPDFPage() function for the scene options to actually be implemented.
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Intermediate Storage Module
Whereas Converter and Exporter classes are required in any PDF3D-SDK application, the intermediate
storage module provides optional services, depending on the architectural needs of your application. When
defining geometry within a conversion, sometimes it can greatly reduce the required code and simplify the
design to use the provided intermediate storage classes, including PDF3DIntermediateScene, PDF3DIn-
termediateModelData and PDF3DIntermediateModel . Please see full hyper linked class documentation for
details.

When to use
If your design requires that you are traversing a scene tree structure or file format where you may not have a
priori knowledge of the number and location of each primitive, it may be more convenient to assemble an
intermediate data structure that may be directly converted into a PDF3D-SDK model. If you can use the
Access class interfaces directly, this can ultimately be more efficient and avoid intermediate memory
requirements, however can sometimes increase code complexity. Here, using these storage convenience
classes, the design of your application may be substantially simplified.

Example using intermediate storage
The STL_Interface conversion system uses these classes. The following code outline shows you can use
the classes in your application. Without knowing in advance the number of vertices or number of triangles in
your model, you can open a storage session with “BeginPutSession”, then add any number of primitives,
then follow this by a “EndPutSession”. Finally, this session can be added to the current scene. The process
may be applied any number of times.

#include <PDF3DIntermediateStorage.h>
PDF3DIntermediateModel myModel;
myModel.SetName(PDF3DString(“my name”));
myModel.BeginPutSession();
for(...)
{

myModel.AddVertex(...);
}
for(...)
{

myModel.AddTriangle(...);
}
myModel.EndPutSession();
scene.AddNewModel(myModel);
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Creating Professional PDF Documents
This chapter explains how you can make use of PDF3DExporter to create professional PDF documents
from scratch and also to edit existing PDF documents.PDF3D now supports advanced PDF authoring cap-
abilities. These capabilities help you to create professional PDF documents directly from PDF3D. Take a
look at the screenshot of a PDF document shown below.

With PDF3D you can
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1. Draw text in PDF page(s) along side 3D viewports.

2. Draw lines, rectangles, elipses and images.

3. Include a one-line caption for your 3D viewports.

4. Inject 3D Viewports into an existing page in a PDF document.

5. You can use the insert/prepend/append PDF page feature.

6. Insert color legends in your PDF documents to help communicate technical material easily with
your audience.

7. Introduced interactive controls, such as probe, metadata reporting, hyperlinks.

In the next few topics, each one of the above features is explained in detail.
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PDF Coordinates Explained
The coordinate system in PDF is different from that of the on-screen paintable device counterparts, in that
the origin of each page is at the bottom left corner of the PDF page. PDF3DExporter offers the exact same
PDF co-ordinate system by accepting all point values as (left, bottom) instead of (left, top). PDF3DExporter
performs internal coordinate conversion if needed to ensure that all coordinates are taken in as (left, bot-
tom) coordinates.

NOTE: All layout parameters are specified in units of typesetting "point", or "pt". A pt unit is 1/72 inches, or
0.35277mm. Accordingly, A4 page size is 595 x 842 pts, while Letter format is 612 x 792 pts.

Drawing Text using PDF3DExporter
PDF3DExporter supports several versions of DrawText that can be used to draw text in the PDF file.

bool DrawText(int left, int bottom, const String& text);

bool DrawText(int left, int bottom, int width, int height, const String& text,

int alignment, bool drawBox, bool wordWrap);

The above functions draw text at the current page and return true/false depend-
ing on whether the operation was successful or not.

While the first version draws the text at a given position, the second version
draws the text into a rectangle and can optionally wordwrap and even align the
text.

The alignment parameter can be the combination of one or more flags from the
AlignFlags enumeration.

AlignLeft Aligns text to the left

AlignRight Aligns text to the right

AlignHCenter Aligns horizontally to the center

AlignJustify Justifies text

AlignTop Aligns text to the top

AlignBottom Aligns text to the bottom

AlignVCenter Aligns vertically to the center

AlignCenter Aligns to the center both vertically and horizontally

The drawBox parameter in DrawText() can be turned on/off to draw a box
around the text. ThewordWrap parameter can be used to specifiy whether you
want the text to be wrapped or not.
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Example

int main(int argc, char** argv)
{

PDF3DExporter exporter;
exporter.SetOutputFileName("out.pdf");
exporter.GetPDFOptions().PageWidth = 200;
exporter.GetPDFOptions().PageHeight = 200;
exporter.OpenPDF();
exporter.SetCurrentColor(255, 0, 0);
exporter.DrawText(50, 100, "Some Text");
IDXM
exporter.ClosePDF(IDX);

}

The above code fragment draws “Some Text” such that the bottom left bounding box of Some Text is placed
at a distance of 50 pixels from the left and 100 pixels from the bottom.
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If you want to draw multi-line text strings, then you can make use of the second variation of the DrawText()
method. The second variation of the DrawText() method accepts a rectangle in PDF coordinates into which
the text must be drawn. The text can be aligned vertically (to the top, center or bottom) and horizontally (to
the left, center or right). Optionally the text can also be horizontally justified. For example:

exporter.SetCurrentColor(255, 0, 0);
exporter.DrawText(10, 10, 180, 180,

"This chapter explains how you can make use of PDF3DExporter "
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"to create professional PDF documents from scratch and also "
"to edit existing PDF documents.",
PDF3DExporter::AlignHCenter|PDF3DExporter::AlignVCenter, true, true);

generates the following PDF

You can also change the font used for drawing the text. You can use the SetCurrentFont(), SetCur-
rentFontFamily(), SetCurrentFontSize() or SetCurrentFontUnderline() methods to alter any aspect of
the font definition before calling DrawText(). For example:
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exporter.SetCurrentColor(255, 0, 0);
exporter.SetCurrentFont("Comic Sans MS", 8, false);
exporter.DrawText(10, 10, 180, 180,

"This chapter explains how you can make use of PDF3DExporter "
"to create professional PDF documents from scratch and also "
"to edit existing PDF documents.",
PDF3DExporter::AlignHCenter|PDF3DExporter::AlignVCenter, true, true);
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Draw Lines, Rectangles and Ellipses
PDF3DExporter provides DrawLine(), DrawRect() and DrawCircle() methods that can be used to draw the
corresponding shapes. DrawRect() and DrawCircle() can be drawn filled or unfilled.

bool DrawLine(int x1, int y1, int x2, int y2);

bool DrawRect(int left, int bottom, int width, int height, bool fill=false);

bool DrawCircle(int left, int bottom, int width, int height, bool fill=false);

The above methods draw a line, rectangle and circle.

For example:

exporter.SetCurrentColor(200, 0, 0);
exporter.DrawLine(10, 10, 50, 50);
exporter.SetCurrentColor(0, 200, 0);
exporter.DrawRect(10, 60, 50, 50);
exporter.SetCurrentColor(0, 0, 200);
exporter.DrawCircle(50, 50, 50, 50, true);

generates a PDF file as shown in the screenshot below.
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One-Line Caption Title for 3D Viewports
You can pass an online caption to be printed along with the 3D viewport to PDF3DSceneOptions and then
pass the options structure to ExportPDFPage(). With default options it will appear above the 3D Viewport as
a title text.

Example:

// Options, set 3D viewport location on page
PDF3DSceneOptions options;
options.SetViewportMargins(50, 50, 50, 50);
// Title over top of 3D view
options.SetCaption("Shaded Wave Surface");
options.SetCaptionAlignment(PDF3DEx-
porter::AlignTop|PDF3DExporter::AlignHCenter);
options.SetShowUserInterface(false);
options.SetShowToolBar(false);
options.SetRenderMode( PDF3DSceneOptions::SolidWireframe );
exporter.SetCurrentFontSize(12);
exporter.ExportPDFPage(options);

The above example will generate a PDF file as shown below.
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The captions can either be placed above the 3D viewport or below it. It can also be horizontally aligned to
the left, center or right. The SetCaptionAlignment() method can be used to define the position and align-
ment of the caption text.

Injecting 3D Viewports on to an existing page in a PDF document
With PDF3D-SDK you can inject 3D viewports
into an existing page of a PDF document. This
would be especially useful when you want to
have a document created using a third party
authoring tool (like OpenOffice writer or
Microsoft Publisher) and have your PDF3D
program inject a 3D viewport into a region of
the PDF file. This feature is best explained
with the help of an example. For example, the
3D viewport shown on the left has been inser-
ted using a program written using PDF3D.

Here is an example using OpenOffice. While creating the document, we inserted a place holder for the 3D
viewport, generated the PDF document and then later inserted the 3D viewport into PDF document. Shown
below is a screenshot of this manual being authored in OpenOffice.
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Then we wrote a simple PDF3D program to generate the Wave Surface and insert it into the PDF doc-
ument. The related code is pasted below.

char* fileName = "MyReport.pdf";
int pageIndex = 17;
int left = 47;
int bottom = 125;
int width = 250;
int height = 170;
// open file for output
exporter.SetOutputFileName(fileName);
exporter.OpenPDF(PDF3DExporter::Update);
exporter.SetCurrentPage(pageIndex);
// Options, set 3D viewport location on page
PDF3DSceneOptions options;
options.SetViewportMargins(left,

exporter.GetPDFOptions().PageHeight-bottom-height,
exporter.GetPDFOptions().PageWidth-width-left,
bottom);

The SetCurrentPage() method in PDF3DExporter can be used to change the page on which all future draw-
ing operations will be done on. In the above code we choose the 18th page (pageIndex = 17) and also pos-
ition the 3D viewport in the appropriate rectangle.

bool SetCurrentPage(int pageIndex);
Sets a page as the current page. All drawing operations and ExportPDFPage() oper-
ation works on the newly set current page. If pageIndex does not exist, then
enough number of pages are created to ensure that the page becomes active.

Inserting pages into an existing document
Pages can be inserted into an existing PDF document just as you can insert 3D view ports into an existing
PDF page. To insert a new page into the PDF document, you can make use of the NewPDFPage() method.

bool NewPDFPage(int index=-2);
Creates a new PDF page. This function returns true if the current page was expor-
ted; false if OpenPDF() has not been called before calling this function

1. If index is greater than or equal to the number of pages then enough num-
ber of pages are created to ensure that index is the new page.

2. If index is less than the number of pages, then a page is inserted after the
given page index.

3. If index is equal to -1 then the page is inserted as the first page of the doc-
ument. 4. If index is equal to -2 then the page is inserted at the end of the
document.
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Note: The newly created page is set as a current page.

Inserting Color Legends
Scientific models make use of colors overlayed on the models to convey some sort of scalar information. In
such cases one might want to insert a color legend in the PDF file at the same page as the 3D view to
describe what the colors stand for.

In PDF3D, color legends are drawn with the help of PDF3DLegendInterface and PDF3DEx-
porter::DrawLegend() function.

The PDF3DLegendInterface class
The PDF3DLegendInterface class provides a framework for sending color legend information to PDF3D.
This class is defined as follows in PDF3DLegendInterface.h

class PDF3DLegendInterface
{

public:
virtual int GetNumberOfColors() = 0;
virtual void GetColorAt(int index, double color[3]) = 0;
virtual void GetLabelAt(int index, String* label) = 0;

};

Each of the pure virtual functions declared in the PDF3DLegendInterface class must be implemented to
return the corresponding information about the color legend. For example:

// Define Color Legend for 3D Model
class ColorLegend : public PDF3DLegendInterface
{

public:
// picked odd number of colors so boundaries divide on good

numeric values
int GetNumberOfColors() { return 5; }
void GetColorAt(int index, double color[3]) {
// blue
if (index == 0) {color[0]=0.0f; color[1]=0.0f; color[2]=1.0f;}
// cyan
if (index == 1) {color[0]=0.0f; color[1]=1.0f; color[2]=1.0f;}
// green
if (index == 2) {color[0]=0.0f; color[1]=1.0f; color[2]=0.0f;}
// yellow
if (index == 3) {color[0]=1.0f; color[1]=1.0f; color[2]=0.0f;}
// red
if (index == 4) {color[0]=1.0f; color[1]=0.0f; color[2]=0.0f;}

}
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void GetLabelAt(int index, String* label) {
// simple numerical labels, 0-1 over range of values
char buffer[50];
int nCols = GetNumberOfColors()-1;
double val =float(index)/float(nCols);
sprintf(buffer, " %.3f\0", val );

*label = String(buffer);
}

};

The above class defines a simple color legend with 5 colors. The labels for each color is simply a numerical
value in the range of 0 and 1.

Drawing the color legend using PDF3DExporter ::DrawLegend() method
To draw the color legend, one must make use of PDF3DExporter::DrawLegend() method. This method sup-
ports drawing of two kinds of legends.

1. Independent Boxes

2. Gradient

While the “Independent Boxes” legend is more suited for 3D viewports containing graphs, “Gradient”
legends are more suited for scientific models. The following code snippet draws the color legend described
in the previous section in using both methods.

ColorLegend legend;
exporter.DrawLegend(50, 100, 200, 300, &legend);
exporter.DrawLegend(250, 100, 200, 300, &legend, PDF3DEx-
porter::Gradient);
exporter.DrawText(50, 50, 50, 200, "PDF3DExporter::IndependentBoxes
Style",

PDF3DExporter::AlignBottom);
exporter.DrawText(250, 50, 50, 200, "PDF3DExporter::Gradient Style",

PDF3DExporter::AlignBottom);
exporter.DrawRect(48, 50, 198, 400);
exporter.DrawRect(248, 50, 204, 400);

When executed, we get an output as shown in the screenshot below.
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Building the examples
Note: The following shows outdated(deprecated example and unsupported compiler version, will be
updated soon.

To build the example programs you will need to download and install CMake from www.cmake.org. The
appropriate version for PDF3D is already included in the installation. Once you install CMake run cmake-
gui.exe from the Run Dialog box or start menu. Note – screen shots below may not correspond to the actual
version of CMAKE. Other utilities supplied with the CMAKE package may also work, but we recommend the
"cmake-gui" for ease of use.

In the CMake window provide the complete path to examples and build directory as shown below.

If the build directory does not exist, you see a prompt, and a build directory is created.

Now press the “Configure” button on the Cmake-Gui window. CMake-Gui might pop up a dialog box asking
you to select the compiler for which you want make files to be generated.
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Choose a compiler depending on the one installed on your computer and press “Ok”. CMake will then gen-
erate intermediate configuration and make files. Before generating Visual Studio solution files it gives you
an opportunity to modify certain parameters. We recommend "Grouped View" for showing various options.

Just click the “Configure” button again (may require multiple iterations) and allow CMake to finalize the con-
figuration.
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CMake Setup is now ready to generate Visual Studio Solution files. Click on the “Ok” button to generate the
solution files. After generation, you can exit CMake, and look in the "Examples/ build" folder.

Now double click on PDF3DExamples.sln to launch Visual Studio. In the IDE ensure that you have selected
release build mode. (For Linux builds, please refer to html documentation).
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Now build the solution by selecting Build -> Build Solution (F7). After building all the examples, Visual Stu-
dio would have placed the executables in the ${PDF3D_ROOT}\bin\release directory.

The coming subsections in this chapter explain how each example program can be tested.
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Note: Before executing the example programs, please ensure that you have obtained a valid license file
from PDF3D. Write to sales@pdf3d.com to request a license file.

The AxisScene Example
The AxisScene example demonstrates how one can make use of Line Set interfaces in PDF3D to generate
three mutually perpendicular lines. Just double click on the AxisScene example to run the program. The pro-
gram will generate a AxisScene.pdf file that contains a 3D scene with three mutually perpendicular lines.

On double clicking AxisScene.pdf, you can see a 3D scene with three lines.
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The CubePoints Example
The CubePoints example demonstates how one can make use of Point Set interfaces in PDF3D to gen-
erate point set models. Since Adobe Reader does not support color point sets all points will appear black,
PDF3D generated U3D point set scenes may contain color, and be viewed in Adobe Reader as black points
if you set the background to non-black. The CubePoints example has be designed to set a non-standard
background color so points will be visible.
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Upon executing CubePoints.exe, you will get a CubePoints.pdf file that can be loaded in Adobe Reader, as
shown below.
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The CubeScene Example
The CubeScene example demonstrates how one can make use of the Mesh interfaces in PDF3D to gen-
erate solid objects. The CubeScene example generates a 3D cube of equal width, height and depth. The
example also includes a texture, and loading an external JavaScript.

The Randomlines Example
The RandomLines example demonstrates how one can make use of the Line Set interfaces to generate a
scene consisting of random line segments. Each line segment is shown in a different color.
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Interfacing PDF3D With Other Systems
PDF3D can be interfaced with other 3D Systems. Scenes from external 3D Systems can be exported into
PDF using PDF3D. This chapter provides a quick look at three most common examples that come bundled
with the system.

Coin / Open Inventor Interface
OpenGL (OGL) is a low level library that takes lists of simple polygons and renders them as quickly as pos-
sible. To do something more practical, like “draw a house”, the programmer must break down the object into
a series of simple OGL instructions and send them into the engine for rendering. One problem is that OGL
performance is highly sensitive to the way these instructions are sent into the system, requiring the user to
know which instructions to send and in which order, and forcing them to carefully pick over the data to avoid
sending in objects that aren't even visible in the resulting image. For simple programs a tremendous amount
of programming has to be done just to get started.

Open Inventor (OI) was written to address this issue, and provide a common base layer to start working
with. Objects could be subclassed from a number of pre-rolled shapes like cubes and polygons, and then
easily modified into new shapes. The “world” to be drawn was placed in a scene graph run by OI, with the
system applying occlusion culling on objects in the graph automatically. OI also included a number of con-
troller objects and systems for applying them to the scene, making common interaction tasks easier. Finally,
OI also supplied a common file format for storing “worlds”, and the code to automatically save or load the
world from these files. Basic 3D applications could then be written in a few hundred lines under OI, by tying
together portions of the toolkit with “glue” code.

Coin3D is a high-level 3D graphics toolkit for developing cross-platform real-time 3D visualization and
visual simulation software. Coin3D is portable over a wide range of platforms: any UNIX / Linux / *BSD plat-
form, all Microsoft Windows operating systems, and Mac OS X. The Coin API is compatible with OpenIn-
ventor API.

While the scene graph configurations of both Open Inventor/Coin3D and PDF3D are different, it is possible
to pass data from Open Inventor scene graphs to PDF3D for insertion into a PDF file.

l The interfaces/Coin_Interface directory contains a code that shows how the Coin3D interfacing can
be done.

l The interfaces/OpenInventor_Interface directory contains code that shows how OpenInventor inter-
facing can be done. The build procedure for both Coin and OpenInventor interfaces is the same,
however the user is advised to create a OIVHOME environment variable to point to the installation
directory of OpenInventor before building the OpenInventor example.

Note:

The inclusion of directories containing the Coin3D header and library files in the distribution is purely for the
convenience of users. The Coin3D system is licensed under dual GPL or commercial terms, see www.-
coin3d.org for details. It is the responsibility of the user to understand and agree to these license terms. Fur-
ther, the full source code and binary distributions of Coin3D are available from www.coin3d.org, and is
copyright material of Systems In Motion AS. The directories containing Coin3D materials is structured and
intended to be separate and distinct from PDF3Dmaterials.
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All sample source programs, build scripts, documentation and instructions are showing users how they may
use Coin3D and are not licensed under GPL terms, and are proprietary and copyright materials of Visual
Technology Services Ltd., covered within the PDF3D-SDK license agreement.

Building the Coin_Interface
Building Coin_Interface is very similar to building the example programs. To make sure that you do not face
any problems during the compile and link cycle, PDF3D has bundled all of the Coin headers and library files
along with PDF3D.

Launch CMake-Gui and enter the source and build directory as shown in the screenshot below, or similarly
as described in building examples.

Now click Configure andOk to generate the solution file for CoinInterface.
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Double click on PDF3DCoinInterface.sln icon and open the project in Visual Studio. You will have to choose
the release build mode to successfully compile and link the CoinInterface sample program.
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Once compiled, the binaries are placed in ${PDF3D_ROOT}\bin\VS****. (**** A version of the Visual Studio
in use).
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PDF3DCoinInterface.dll is a dynamically loadable library that exposes a simple function to convert a
OpenInventor IV file into a PDF file. PDF3DCoinInterfaceTest.exe links against PDF3DCoinInterface.dll
and makes use of the function exposed by PDF3DCoinInterface.dll to perform the conversion.

Testing the conversion
PDF3D comes bundled with an OpenInventor sample scene file. The files necessary can be found in the fol-
lowing folder PDF3D-SDK/ bin/ VS**** (where **** is the version of the Visual Studio in use). There are two
tools to build the test file - COIN3D_2_PDF3D.exe and COIN3D_to_PDF3D.exe. In this manual we are
going to use the COIN3D_to_PDF3D interface to build the test file.

First open the command window in the target folder PDF3D-SDK/ bin/ VS**** (Shift+Right mouse button). In
the command window execute the following command

coin3d_to_pdf3d /I duck.iv /O test.pdf /V

After the program quits a test.pdf file will be created in the current working directory.
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When you open the test.pdf file, you will see a 3D duck on the first page of the PDF file.
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The Coin Interface example also implements a VRML to PDF converter. To convert a VRML file to PDF you
can make use of the following function.

extern "C" __declspec(dllimport)

bool VRML2PDF(const char*wrlFileName,

const char* pdfFileName,

int pageNr,

double qualityFactor);

Since Coin can parse both VRML 1.0 and VRML 2.0 files, the function VRML2PDF can convert VRML 1.0
and 2.0 files into PDF.

.Net Wrappers for PDF3D
PDF3D now showcases a .Net Wrapper example that wraps the extern “C” functions exported by VTK and
Coin Interface example programs and accesses them within a C# program.
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Building the .Net Wrapper Example
Note: Before building this example make sure that you have compiled VTK and Coin Interfaces in PDF3D.

Double click on the PDF3DWrapper.sln solution file in the ${PDF3D_ROOT}/PDF3D-SDK/in-
terfaces/DotNet_Interface directory. This is supplied pre-compiled, rebuilding may be helpful if you wish to
make modificaitons.

Compile the program by choosing Build -> Build Solution or by pressing the F7 Key.

------ Build started: Project: PDF3D, Configuration: Release Any CPU ------
C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\Csc.exe

/noconfig
/nowarn:1701,1702
/errorreport:prompt
/warn:4
/define:TRACE
/reference:C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.Data.dll
/reference:C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.dll
/reference:C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.Xml.dll
/debug:pdbonly
/optimize+
/out:obj\Release\PDF3D.dll
/target:library PDF3DWrapper.cs Properties\AssemblyInfo.cs

Compile complete -- 0 errors, 0 warnings
PDF3D -> C:\Program Files\PDF3D\PDF3D-SDK\bin\Release\PDF3D.dll
------ Build started: Project: ModelToPDF3D, Configuration: Release Any CPU --
----
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C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\Csc.exe
/noconfig
/nowarn:1701,1702
/errorreport:prompt
/warn:4 /define:TRACE
/reference:"C:\Program Files\PDF3D\PDF3D-SDK\bin\Release\PDF3D.dll"
/reference:C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.Data.dll
/reference:C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.dll
/reference:C:\WINDOWS\Microsoft.NET\Framework\v2.0.50727\System.Xml.dll
/debug:pdbonly
/optimize+
/out:obj\Release\ModelToPDF3D.exe /target:exe Program.cs Prop-

erties\AssemblyInfo.cs
Compile complete -- 0 errors, 0 warnings
ModelToPDF3D -> C:\Program Files\PDF3D\PDF3D-SDK\bin\release\ModelToPDF3D.exe
========== Build: 2 succeeded or up-to-date, 0 failed, 0 skipped ==========

After building the solution, you should find an executable program calledModelToPDF3D.exe in
${PDF3D_ROOT}/PDF3D-SDK/bin/release directory.
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STL Interface, STL_to_PDF3D for Stereo Lithography
Files
Introduction
This chapter describes the converter for STL files to 3D PDF interactive documents. The STL_2_PDF3D is
a command-line file converter designed to accept both ASCII (.stla) and BINARY (.stlb) input 3D surface
files and produce an output PDF file containing a page with a 3D viewport containing the STL model. STL is
a format often used in machining and industrial fabrication. More recently it is a common format output from
3D scanners.

Command line usage
STL_2_PDF3D.exe [Input STL file path] [Output PDF path]

An executable for the converter may be located in the binaries directory as a part of the PDF3D-SDK install-
ation. The source code may be found in the “interfaces” directory, under “STL_Interface”. It may be com-
piled using CMAKE, following the same instructions as for other interfaces described in this manual.

The converter does not perform any geometry processing or clean up, and does not attempt to remove
duplicate (shared) vertices. As STL files are generally single geometric entities, the scene hierarchy within
the PDF view shows a single converted model. The model is automatically centered in the view by use of
the DefaultView mechanism.

An StL (“StereoLithography”) file is a triangular representation of a 3-dimensional surface geometry. The
surface is tessellated or broken down logically into a series of small triangles (facets). Each facet is
described by a perpendicular direction and three points representing the vertices (corners) of the triangle.

References
Format Reference: The StL Format Standard Data Format, derived from StereoLithography Interface Spe-
cification, 3D Systems, Inc., October 1989

http://www.ennex.com/~fabbers/StL.asp

The model shown is an example of using STL_to_PDF3D.
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Animation
The PDF3D-SDK system enables dynamic 3D animation inside the 3D viewport in several different styles,
depending on the desired outcome and what is changing over time.

If you have models where the actual geometry and attributes on the model change over time, such as a
warped or bending shape, different number of vertices at different times, or dynamic contour colors, then a
sequence of models played back over time may be appropriate.

If you have a model made of a number of objects in a logical tree structure and the animation can be spe-
cified by key-frame movement or transformations of these elemental objects, then the rigid body animation
system may be the most appropriate.

Sequence Animation
To create a sequence animation, you can use the C++ API methods, or use the high-level animation scene
specification in XML, and have the scene processed using the pdf3d.io. In both cases, a set of animation
sequence attributes must be specified.

The "inputFolderName" specifies the input folder pathname for the input files, a collection of models with
each time step in a separate file. The "inputFileNameFilter" specifies the inpit file name filter (or mask),
based on a sorted list. Animation sequence order is based on the sorted file list.

Example 1.
We are using the mask "*.wrl" . We have the following file list (on file system): animation_b.wrl, animation_
a.wrl, animation_d.wrl, animation_c.wrl.

We will have the following animation order (by frame):

animation_a.wrl, (frame #0)

animation_b.wrl, (frame #1)

animation_c.wrl, (frame #2)

animation_d.wrl. (frame #3)

Example 2.
We are using the mask "*.wrl". We have the following file list (on file system): animation_0100.wrl, anim-
ation_0002.wrl, animation_0001.wrl, animation_0022.wrl.

We will have the following animation order (by frame):

animation_0001.wrl, (frame #0)

animation_0002.wrl, (frame #1)
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animation_0022.wrl, (frame #2)

animation_0100.wrl. (frame #3)

Example 3.
We are using the mask "anim_*.wrl". We have the following file list (on file system): abc123.wrl, com-
puter.wrl, anim_a.wrl, zero.wrl, anim_c.wrl, hertz.wrl, anim_b.wrl, ani_e.wrl.

We will have the following animation order (by frame):

anim_a.wrl, (frame #0)

anim_b.wrl, (frame #1)

anim_c.wrl. (frame #2)

The other files do not match the file mask ("anim_*.wrl").

Possible values are all valid file masks. Default value for "inputFileNameFilter" is "*.*".

Please note that if the input files were created by duplicating some file, then the we get a lot of Views and
they are all for the same place! The "animationName" specifies the animation name. You can use this name
as animationIDString parameter to pass it into PDF3D-SDK APIs calls. See the examples/SequenceAn-
imation for how to specify sequences directly from C++ programs.

Rigid Body Animation
The alternative style is to specify movement between elements, by using transformation of scale, position,
rotation. In addition transparency can be controlled to make objects fade in and out. At each of a series of
two or more keyframes,

Each keyframe defines the state at a moment in time, and the delay period to the next key frame in the
sequence of keyframes. At each key frame, an object can be placed or moved, so that during playback the
object will sweep between the successive positions.

See examples/TransformAnimation for a working example of keyframe transformations on a hierarchy of
objects.
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Interactive Controls on the PDF page
The PDF3D-SDK system includes special additional features to enrich and extend the way the 3D views are
presented to users on the PDF page. Optional extra methods are available to add interactive controls onto
the PDF page along side the 3D viewport. The controls allow the user to manipulate characteristics of the
3D scene, or to receive information back from mouse interaction with the 3D model.

Z Scale Controls
Inserting the Z-Scaling controls will allow scaling of the entire scene along the Z-axis. The scale factor can
be set by numerical value or by using up and down arrows to increase or decrease the value. Reset, and
preset values are also available as individual buttons. Using this control does not affect the values returned
from the 3D mouse probe.

3D Mouse Probe Controls
Inserting the 3D Probe control enables data to be displayed in reporting fields showing the X,Y,Z coordinate
position of mouse picks (left mouse button) and the name of the selected object. Also a 3D arrow is shown
in the 3D scene at the point of the last pick.

Metadata Controls
If the model has been prepared in such a way as to have metadata text information available at 3D nodes,
then this control will enable mouse picks on 3D objects to have their metadata reported in a 2D form field. It
can be multi-line, and has several possible search algorithms. The pick can either simply report available
data if present on the node, or can search up the model tree hierarchy until if finds a parent with valid
metadata.

Layer Separation Controls
In certain conditions relevant to geospatial multi-layer models, a layer separation control may be added.
This control allows some slight vertical offset to be made to coincident surface layers, so they are not "fight-
ing" each other in the 3D graphical display. The default is about 5% offset, but can be varied using this con-
trol. Using this control does not affect the values returned by the 3D mouse probe.

Animation Controls
Special animation VCR type control bars are available to control both sequence and rigid body style anim-
ations. When the controls are added, individual buttons can be displayed or hidden, depending on user pref-
erence or application. The controls allow Play, Stop, Pause, step forward, back, and playback speed
(faster, slower). Also the various looping options may be controlled by additional buttons for cycle modes for-
ward, reverse, jump back, ping-pong, etc.

Custom Buttons & Actions
The API provides lower level features where individual buttons can be created, with or without bitmap dec-
oration. Each button can have a unique action assigned. The actions can be one of the standard build-in
actions, such as changing rendering style or lights, hide/show objects. Or, the developer can attach a cus-
tom javascript to be executed when the button is pressed. See the technical documentation for the
PDF3DExporter classes for more details.
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Building Applications
PDF3D Installation Directory Structure
Double click on the setup program in your PDF3D package to start installing PDF3D. The Setup program
will guide you through the installation process. Once installed the PDF3D installation directory will have

1. bin – Contains CubeScene and vtkAccessInterfaceTest executables discussed in this manual,
Microsoft vcredist and component runtime shared libraries.

2. doc – Contains the cross-referenced HTML documentation, this Manual and release notes.

3. include – Contains the PDF3D Library headers, also contains UsePDF3D.cmake file.

4. lib – Contains PDF3D, and License Management libraries.

5. interfaces – Contains sample interface code for interfacing external systems like VTK, Coin, STL,
X3D, and .Net.

6. examples – Contains the example programs.

7. samples – Contains the various sample data files used by examples and interfaces.

Link your application with PDF3D-SDK by CMake macros
If you are using CMake project configuring system (http://cmake.org) then the easiest way to link PDF3D-
SDK library to your application is to use UsePDF3D.cmake file.

UsePDF3D.cmake file is shipped with PDF3D-SDK and located into include folder. You should include
UsePDF3D.cmake file into your CMake project. There are a few important CMake macros:

1. PDF3D_LINK_LIBRARIES_TO_PROJECT(project). This macro makes all required work to link
PDF3D-SDK library to the specified CMake target. Also this macro sets the required compiler flags
for the specified CMake target and sets output directories to%PDF3D_ROOT%/PDF3D-SDK/bin/-
custom_build. Maybe setting compiler flags and output directory is not that you want for your pro-
ject. If so, then please consider macros below.

2. PDF3D_LINK_LIBRARIES_TO_PROJECT_CUSTOM(project). This macro links PDF3D-SDK lib-
rary and sets the required compiler flags to the specified CMake target. However, this macro does
not set output directories.

3. pdf3d_link_sdk_libraries(project). This macro only links PDF3D-SDK libraries to the specified
CMake target. Maybe this macro will best fit your requirements. However, this macro does not link
protection libraries.

4. pdf3d_link_protection(project). This macro links protection libraries to the specified CMake tar-
get. Could be used together with pdf3d_link_sdk_libraries()macro.

5. PDF3D_SDK_GEOSPATIAL_LINK_LIBRARIES(project). This macro links additional PDF3D-
SDK geospatial libraries to the specified CMake target.
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All examples which are shipped with PDF3D-SDK include UsePDF3D.cmake file and use their macros. You
can use these examples as reference.

Link your application with PDF3D-SDK
If you need to manually link your application with PDF3D-SDK then the current paragraph is for you. If you
are using CMake system then see paragraph above.

The list of the required libraries to link depends from operating system which you use and from protection
mode. Also note that there are several libraries which are shipped for a particular version of Microsoft Visual
Studio. For instance, you need to link libraries from folder lib/VS2008 in case if you are using Microsoft
Visual Studio 2008. For Macintosh and Linux please use lib/GCC folder.

Windows.

Currently PDF3D-SDK is shipped as static library. Basically you need to link pdf3d.lib static library from the
appropriate library folder (for instance, from lib/VS2012 folder). Note that pdf3d.lib uses C runtime library
in multi-threaded DLL configuration (/MD compiler switch). If you need PDF3D-SDK with another C runtime
library then link the following libraries:

1. pdf3d_MDd.lib - PDF3D-SDK library which uses C runtime library in multi-threaded debug DLL
configuration (/MDd compiler switch). Note that in Trial versions of PDF3D-SDK this library is not
shipped. It is available only in commercial versions of PDF3D-SDK.

2. pdf3d_MT.lib - PDF3D-SDK library which uses C runtime library in multi-threaded static library
configuration (/MT compiler switch). Note that in Trial versions of PDF3D-SDK this library is not
shipped. It is available only in commercial versions of PDF3D-SDK.

3. pdf3d_MTd.lib - PDF3D-SDK library which uses C runtime library in multi-threaded static debug
library configuration (/MTd compiler switch). Note that in Trial versions of PDF3D-SDK this library
is not shipped. It is available only in commercial versions of PDF3D-SDK.

Note that PDF3D-SDK itself is static library and it does not require any DLLs for runtime.

Additionally you may need to link pdf3d_geospatial.lib static library if you are using geospatial features
from PDF3D-SDK.

OnWindows platform the following additional system libraries should be linked:winmm.lib ws2_32.lib
Rpcrt4.lib Gdi32.lib User32.lib

Also for Trial version of PDF3D-SDK you need to link protection libraries. Typically Trial version of PDF3D-
SDK library uses Keylib protection library. You need to link either KEYLIB32.lib library for 32-bit platform or
KEYLIB64.lib library for 64-bit platform. Note that Keylib protection library requires either KEYLIB32.DLL
or KEYLIB64.DLL library availability in runtime.

In rare cases PDF3D-SDK library uses LM-X protection library instead. In such case you need to link either
liblmxclient_md.lib library or liblmxclient_mdd.lib library or liblmxclient_mt.lib library or liblmxclient_
mtd.lib library (depending of C runtime library which you use). Note that LM-X library does not require any
DLLs for runtime.

Macintosh.
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OnMacintosh you need to link libraries from lib/GCC folder. Basically you need to link libpdf3d.a static lib-
rary. Note that for Macintosh build toolchain you need to specify pdf3d string as library name (toolchain will
automatically add lib prefix and .a extension).

Additionally you may need to link libpdf3d_geospatial.a static library if you are using geospatial features
from PDF3D-SDK.

On Macintosh platform the following additional system frameworks should be linked: CoreServices.

On Macintosh platform the following additional system libraries should be linked: dl, libfontconfig.dylib,
libexpat.dylib, libfreetype.dylib, libiconv.dylib.

Also may need to link LM-X protection libraries: liblmxclient.a, libhaspsupport.a and system library
pthread.

Linux.

On Linux you need to link libraries from lib/GCC folder. Basically you need to link libpdf3d.a static library.
Note that for Linux build toolchain you need to specify pdf3d string as library name (toolchain will auto-
matically add lib prefix and .a extension).

Additionally you may need to link libpdf3d_geospatial.a static library if you are using geospatial features
from PDF3D-SDK.

On Linux platform the following additional system libraries should be linked: dl, freetype, uuid, fontconfig.

Also may need to link LM-X protection libraries: liblmxclient.a, libhaspsupport.a and system library
pthread.

Distributing PDF3D Applications, Runtime Files
When you build applications using PDF3D you must take care of the following while distributing the applic-
ation.

1. If you are using a Trial/Full Version of PDF3D then KEYLIB32.dll or KEYLIB64.dll should also be
reachable via the PATH environment variable.

2. PDF3D_ROOT is only used for install, build, license steps. Once you have a completed applic-
ation, this is no longer needed.

3. PDF3D-SDK itself is static library and does not require any dynamic libraries (.dll, .so, .dylib) for
runtime.

4. OnWindows operating system C runtime libraries could be required to be re-distributed (in /MD
and /MDd configurations only). Please refer to your compiler documentation.

5. On Linux operating system a particular version of GLIBC (GNU implementation of C runtime lib-
rary) library will be required. Please refer to your Linux distribution documentation.
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Glossary

3

3D
Three-dimensional. Descriptive of a region of space that has width, height and
depth.

3D PDF
A PDF file containing 3D interactive viewport.

3D Rendering
3D rendering is the 3D computer graphics process of automatically converting 3D
wire frame models into 2D images with 3D photorealistic effects on a computer.

A

AccessInterface
An API design where the developer can add custom derived methods when the
model is traversed, without requiring full model storage.

Acrobat
Adobe Commercial Product, allowing edit and advanced authoring operations on
PDF files. Requires license from Adobe. Available in various editions (Standard,
Professional, Extended, etc). Has supported 3D since version 7.09.

Adobe Reader
Freely distributed Adobe Product for viewing PDF files, including 3D interaction
since version 7.0.9.

E

ECMA-363
Independent Standards Body, published specification for U3D data structures

F

Flash
Flash, SWF, is an interactive 2D web oriented technology developed by Mac-
romedia, now part of Adobe. A Flash player engine is supported within the free
Adobe Reader v9+.
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G

GSID
GSI3D (Geological Surveying and Investigation in 3 dimensions) is a methodology
and associated software tool for 3D geologic modelling. The software is written in
Java and data is stored in extensible mark-up language XML.

I

IntermediateStorage
An API technique whereby the developer incrementally adds geometric features
to a model prior to conversion, where the temporary storage is managed for con-
venience.

J

JPEG
A 2D image format for full-colour bitmap pictures.

L

Light
A point or volume that emits light onto a 3D object. Types of light supported within
3D packages include Point lights, which emit light in all directions from a single
point; Spot lights, which emit light in a cone; Distant or Directional lights, which
emit light rays in parallel, illuminating all surfaces within a scene; and Area lights,
which emit light from two-dimensional surfaces

Lighting
Lighting serves a basic function of bringing out, or pushing back the shapes of
objects visible from the camera's view. It gives a two-dimensional image on the
monitor an illusion of the third dimension-depth.

M

Mesh
The surface geometry of a 3D model, made up of a series of linked geometry ele-
ments such as polygons, patches or NURBS surfaces.
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Model
Used as a verb, to model means to build a 3D object. Used as a noun, it means
the 3D object created as the end product of the modelling process. A variety of dif-
ferent methods are used in 3D modelling, including polygonal, NURBS, Sub-D
and metaball techniques.

Multi-pass rendering
To render out the lighting or surface attributes of a scene as separate images, with
a view to compositing them together later. Multi-pass rendering can be used
simply to speed up the rendering process, or in order to develop the look of a
scene by compositing the different passes together in various permutations.

N

Normals
Imaginary lines drawn from the centre of a polygon (or other geometry object) at
right angles to the surface.

O

Object
A generic term describing any item that can be inserted into and Glossary:
Resources >> #217Without lights, the objects in a 3D scene will not display on
rendering. The terminology of CG lighting, and the techniques it employs, are sim-
ilar to that of real-world cinematography manipulated within a 3D scene. Models,
lights, particle emitters and cameras are all objects.

P

PDF
Portable Document Format, and ISO standard pioneered by Adobe.

PDF/Engineering
A related specification to ISO-32000 for PDF files, also known as PDF/E or ISO
24517-1:2008 for Collaboration of Engineering information.

PMI
Production Markup Information, or Manufacturing Annotation, often used for
dimensioning, labels, markers on 3D models.
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PNG
A 2D image bitmap format for pcitures.

Polygon
A geometry element formed by connecting three or more points. A triangle, or
three-point polygon, is the simplest form of polygonal geometry. Polygonal mod-
elling is a fast, intuitive method of creating 3D objects, but does not easily gen-
erate smooth curved surfaces.

PRC
PRC is a 3D data structure format, originally from TTF and now acquired and
owned by Adobe. The PRC specification is published as a draft ISO document.

Projection
The process by which a twodimensional texture map is applied over the surface of
a threedimensional object, as if it were an overlooks, such as shadows, reflections
and post-process effects.

R

Rendering
The process or method of producing a virtual computer graphics usually for ima-
ging for exclusively referring to industries in gaming, entertainment, multimedia
arts and some Applied Fields of Studies such as CAD.

S

Sequence
A Sequence of 3D models, in a time series, where model shape, colours, con-
nectivity or other information is changing over time.

Shading
The mathematical process of calculating how a model’s surfaces react to light. A
variety of alternative algorithms can be used for the task, including Phong, Lam-
bert, and Blinn shading models. Shaders are often built up as node-based shading
trees, with each node controlling a specific aspect of the process.
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T

Tessellation
Tessellation techniques are often used to manage datasets of polygons and
divide them into suitable structures for rendering.

Texture
A bitmap image that is applied to the surface of 3D object to give it detail. Texture
maps may be either photographic images or procedural textures, and may be
applied in each of the material channels of an object using a variety of mapping or
projection methods.

Transformation
A geometric rotation,scale or translation normally defined by a transformation mat-
rix.

Transparency
A 3D graphics technique to show meshes with partial opacity, so objects behind
may show through.

Triangulation
For real-time rendering, the data is tessellated into triangles, which is referred to
as triangulation.

U

U3D
Universal 3D data structure standard, published as ECMA-363.

V

VCT Mode
Vertex Colored Texture is a common usage scenario that combines lighting, ver-
tex color, and texture colors to create a final color output for each pixel via inter-
polation.

Vertex
A 3D coordinate location (x,y,z), also known as a node or point in a 3D model.
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VRML
Virtual Reality Modeling Language is a standard file format for representing 3-
dimensional (3D) interactive vector graphics, designed particularly with the World
Wide Web in mind.

W

Wireframe
A shading method in which a simple grid of lines is used to represent the basic con-
tours of the underlying model. For many 3D artists, this is a favoured mode to work
in, since it permits them to see faces and surfaces that would otherwise be hidden
by overlying geometry.
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